CPC TESTS

We're pleased to see some new tests added to our list below. Keep working at it please - let's make this the best CPC year yet!

Nov. 14  WCAZ-990 Carthage, Ill. 0115-0130, 1000w w/TT & voice ID's. v/s is Station Manager, WCAZ, 84 S. Madison St., 62331  Arr. J. Kromka

Nov. 14  KVNU-610 Logan, Utah 0300-0400, 5000w, non-directional. Tones, voice and code ID's, music. v/s Bill Traue, KVNU, P.O. Box 267, 84321. Prepaid calls to (801) 752-5141 or 753-1977. Arranged: Ron Musco.

Nov. 17  WYKR-1490 Wells River, Vermont 0000-????, 1000w, v/s Tim Westman, CE. Box 1490, 05081. Arr. Ron Musco

Nov. 20  CJNX-940 Yorkton, Sask. This is a DX special program from the station, time and other details not available. Info from K. Andrews.

Nov. 23  WNHV-910 White River Jct., Vermont. 0000-0300, 1000w, Proof of performance, v/s Andy Lekart, CE, Box 910, 05001. Arr. Ron Musco

Nov. 28 and Dec. 5  KLUC-1140 Las Vegas, Nevada 0300-0900, 10kw, non-directional, v/s Dave Anthony, Program Director, KLUC, Box 14805, 89114. Arr. R. Musco

Nov. 29  WCHE-1520 West Chester, Pa. 0015-0045, 250w, non-directional. Tones, music (probably oldies), v/s Dave Schmidt, CE, WCHE, 139 W. Gay St., 19380. Prepaid calls to (215) 692-3131. Arr. Dave Schmidt!!!

Dec. 5 or Dec. 12  WMTR-1250 Morristown, N.J. 0000-0300 (possibly to later), 5000w, Details to be announced. Arr. David Williams.


THEY JOINED

Larry W. Vehorn, P.O. Box 555, Carmel, Indiana 46032
Ted Jensen, 33 Field Road, Silver Bay, Minnesota 55614

STATIC FROM HQ

Your guest editors (hi) for this issue are Dick Truax, Gary Atkins and Pat Hartlage. Ted is taking the week off. Looks like we had a postal problem with the Oct. 24 issue. If you didn't get issue #2 send us a postcard. We need to know just how widespread the problem was. Keep supporting DX News.
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THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST ALL MEDIUM-WAVE DX CLUB
Slowly but surely, the nostalgia issue is taking shape. Owing to personal considerations (little time right now for me) the deadline for submissions is now Dec. 6. Several "vintage" Chasees are working on contributions but you don't have to remember the Federal Radio Commission before you can contribute. Members having access to old DX News items, DXEX, Broadcasting, etc. are encouraged to submit good clean xerox copies of station lists, old-time station ads and similar material which documents what early DXers experienced. Particularly needed is information on the charter members of NRC; perhaps our York, PA area members would be able to help out on this subject. Last, but not least, pictures, copies of early veries, etc. would be useful. Send anything you might have to me at the club box.

NO DX NEWS? Recently Ron Musco and I have handled several requests for missing DX News issues for periods over six months past. Regrettably, our copies are such that we have few back issues other than the official file copies. Message here is: Let us know promptly! If you have a problem or if the address is incorrect, etc. send a postcard to me at the Louisville P.O. box.

HELP, HELP, KEP! This is a repeat of a request (please) for volunteer typists. Elsewhere in this issue is a guide for preparing copy for DX News. While we'd be pleased if volunteers had electric typewriters with carbon ribbon capacity, it is not absolutely necessary. All that is needed is clean type, a fresh dark ribbon, good heavy paper (20 lb.) and time. How about it?

NRC LOG is $6.50 to members, not $6.25 as printed in the reprint/publication list. Send orders to Publications Center.

FREQUENCY CHECK LIST Info is needed by Joe Pela, Jr. 500 Robert Place, South Plainfield, NJ 07080. Like everything printed in DX News, the frequency check list is dependent upon contributions of the members. Please give Joe your support.

THANKS to Radio Nederland for their "plug" of NRC in programs Oct. 27-28. Dave Koriek tells us they mentioned our new address, DX News, etc.

SNAP DX test information please. If you arrange a test fewer than 30 days in advance please send notice also to IROA, P.O. Box 26206, San Francisco, CA 94126. The more DXers who hear and report a test, the better our chances the station will again test.

AZIMUTH BEARING CIRCLE Bob Hilvak passes on the following: Meshyn, P.O. Box 62, East Lynn, MA 01904 is now offering an adhesive-backed Azimuth Bearing Circle. Part number SP-175-A, the 7½" (radius) circle is graduated in 1° increments, numbered every 10°. This should make a handy setting circle for all-AZ trip antennas. They sell for $1.00 each unit. There is a one-time handling charge of 25¢ per order. Minimum order is $5.00, excluding shipping. They will send a free copy of other items to fill up to the minimum $5 order. Otherwise, you might want to join with others in sending in an order.

ONTARIO DX ASSOCIATION is now offering a 47 page book for English speaking DXers called "Spanish Reception Reports". Topics included in the book are the Spanish amateur station system, call letters, monetary units, time checks, stations, the sports, commercials, etc., and a 14 page section on words and terms relative to the DXing hobby. Price is $5.00 (Canadian) or $5.00 by money order or IRCs only.

NOSTALGIA
This may be a weird column, as ECR is really tired, and in a very strange mood. In answer to several reporters' questions, the deadline for material to DDIX is Saturday, so I'm running a free catalog of available material. While we'd be pleased if volunteers had electric typewriters: They will send a free catalog containing Price is $4.00 (Canadian) or $5.00 by money order or IRCs only. ( mongoose Ad) 10/16/78 - 10/20/78 (30¢ each) (CG)

MILLS, Please give Joe your support.

Muskox MS Jackson, 10/27 2218 (sri-ECR) w/"Non-stop mx" Jx. *Muskox Love Radio* promo, RB&Soul w/DJ JZ (Sounds like a CA DX, hi-ECR). Good o/KOKA. (CG-ECR)
Really good support this week! The only drawback w/the new format is that EC took really good hits. Come on you Central and eastern listeners! Let’s see three big sections next week!

Before we fold...

I’ve got a listing of daily DX from Brock Whaley in Sarasota, FL.

Not much else now; remember that the deadline is SATURDAY John. I’ll try to find out who reported KLAX 10/12. We’re at home in MP and I haven’t picked that one up yet. To whom or reported it, sorry for the goof...

THOSE WHO LOOT ABLE ASSISTANCE IN A TIME OF TROUBLE

Dave Schmidt tells us the WCHE-520 f/c is here every last Tuesday 0030-0045. 4th Tuesday f/c’s per Ron Harris are WBB-1490 Ogden, N.Y. for 1 min. only between 0000-0330 and WGF-310 Groves, VA 0345-0355. Also, 4th Friday there is another 1 minute f/c from WICY-1490 Malons, N.Y. W’s for WICY is Al Storer, CT.

WGBS-710 Miami, Fl., tests from 0030-0500 Mordays, occasionally using their day pattern, according to info received by Jorgen Trochimczyk from the WBBQ OZ, John E. Morris.
JAPAN Moritoka JOQG fair w/quiet mx 1410-1430 10/23. (Tomer)

OREGON R. Grenada in from 0012-0015 10/19 with talk between two men on development projects on the island. Climbed for this three minutes and then gone. (Andrey)

ECUADOR Guayaquil HTCA 2. R. Tropicana fair mixing with XWBA and other Latin mix, lively with mx and frequent "Tropicana'' ID's 0120 10/10. (Kromka)

ALGERIA Oran at good level. Audio weak, apparent phone-in talk heard 2247 10/17. At pest level w/A-cappella male AA wailing 0022 10/24. (Freeman) RCA's strongest TA 10 25 at 2000 w/AA chants. (Jones) ST. KITTS ZIZ is well most nites recently. Usually about equal w/Jumbo 545. (Jones)

PORTUGAL (tentative) Faro/Canary suspected here.. weak with slow mx 2248 10/17. (Connelly)

VENEZUELA R. Rumboc heard 0322 w/ID. (Jones)

COPTA RICA Radio Miami heard music with announcer shouting "Radio Omega''. Very strong (to about S-9). 0454 10/24. (Connelly)

MOROCCO Sebaa-Aioun blasting in w/AA mx, well o/bets from WGRJ 010 and TV bird on 2250 10/17. Poor/fair air on mx 2111 10/25. (Connelly)

GUATEMALA TGW finally heard this one with Moro, pop, and classical mx. Promos, SID's and announcement in EE asking for reception reports and QSL. (Jones)

JAPAN JO00/J0AG synchros heard weak but clear 1415 10/13 w/quiet mx // 530, 1355 10/28 w/US rock mx; could be confused w/KFAR but has JJ talk and is about equal. 10/26. (Tomer)

UNID EE speaker w/BCP mx ending at 0227 10/12, interference from Venezuela and Mexico. At 0300 a news pgm called "News Conference'' or "News Comment'' brought to you by some company. Would St. Lucie have been on the pgm or would this be EE pgm? St. Lucie or Florida is known for pgms, but this seems far-fetched. 0302. Later YVNA seemed to continue regular transmission. (Tomer)

PORTUGAL Lisbon packing in a potent sig on the Realistico THF; cl mx at 2306 10/20. (Connelly)

SENEGAL Dakar good w/WABC splash w/man in AA 2256 10/17. Loud w/AA mx and vocals 2345 10/18. Ultraloud (equalling WABC) w/AA pre-chase said a sentence and others repeated it 2308 10/20. Loudest TA noted on 16/21 at 2240 w/AA talk. Loud and clear w/man in FF. o/WCMX 2103 10/22. (Connelly)

SPAIN Canarias good w/man in LS during QSM of WABC 2312 10/17. PORTUGAL Miramar in w/soft female vocal style at 2257 10/17. Good w/rock mx with EE lyrics 2344 10/18. Pop mx weak, then man in promotion. 10121

WASHINGTON WCCO wav down under in 1400-1405 talk. Loud talk 1405-1410. (Connelly)

MEXICO XEUN R. Universidad de Mexico strong w/ID's every night. Female vocal, talk, then 50's style mx 2212 10/22. (Connelly)

ALASKA Adak AFRS in 1400-1405 talk. Loud talk 1405-1410. (Connelly)

HAITI Port-Au-Prince R. Nouveau Monde was in very well on 0402 10/20. (Connelly)

JAPAN Niigata very weak w/male talk, strong vocals 10129. (Tomer)

KOREA KDBM in strong but slop manageable during voice modulation. (Tomer)

SPAIN XERPY took w/AA 0454 10/23. (Tomer)

CHILE XERPM at 0522 mx at 2306 10/22. (Connelly)

MOZAMBIQUE ZMWM weak mx 2316 10/17. (Connelly)

PORTUGAL Lisbon packing in a potent sig on the Realistico THF; cl mx at 2306 10/20. (Connelly)

ECUADOR ECU 10117. (Connelly)
VENEZUELA R. Vision logged w/ID 0530 10/29 in aurora. (Jones)
UNID Spain or Canaries-SS talk 2309 10/17. (Connelly)
796 MIGUEL Ciudad Juarez 0550-0520 10/16/0 WAVE with rachera mx. (Ponder)
945 HAITI R. Cacique here ex 990. (Schatz)
899 SPAIN Madrid weak w/mixed SS talk and mx 2317 10/17. (Connelly)
HAWAII (tentative) a positive tentative 10/26 0632-0715 SS did everything except say KHVR. So they moved to 990 rather than 1380 ex 1040. At nx ending 0635, then NBC News sounder with H/SS and Hawaiian type name giving local mx, Hawaiian names and places. Fair to nil sig w/long and deep notch in next half hour, but definitely heard NBC stock market feature 0640, CBS feature 0650, Al nx at 0700, and then local nx again. Called them twice more w/900 and gave HSS but does not say KHVR w/i could hear. Their 0700 legal ID was clobbered by KHVR, which was weak to nil before 0700 but was hard to null thereafter. The Mexican also ranged up from time to time. I suspect this may be only 5 kw, which is what now extinct KTRG used to be in the 1960’s. (B. Hardy)
MI: XEFE Monterrey o/u WBO w/talk (heard “Aquí en Monterrey”) plus sports 0650 ex 1032. (W. Waterman) UNID weak TP w/oriental mx 1140 10/24; probably: Taiwan or China. (Tomer)
1090 COLOMBIA (tentative) I heard a R. Villavicencio ID 2558 10/27 during good aurora. (Jones)
VENEZUELA heard all AM 10/31 w/R. Margarita off. (Jones)
MOROCCO Agadir; good w/non stop Who records 2220 10/17. To excellent peaks w/hard rock guitar on mx 2330 ex 1050, R. Royer? (Schatz) Goes moan of “Love Hangover,” interspersed with FF talk, WBB null 2244 10/22. (Connelly) This is definitely on 1044 and has been from at least the beginning of October-CH
1060 MEXICO XEP R. Educacion likely, excellent sig 0455+ o/KNW and KNOE. // 540, 940, 990, 1030, and 1050; s/off 0500. (R. Waterman)
1081 PORTUGAL Norte killing WII, ex loud 2221 10/17. (Connelly)
1101 ANTIGUA ZDK strong 2242 10/27 in aurora. (Jones)
1110 VENEZUELA YVQT R. Carupano absolutely dominating channel at sunset of 10/6 w/no sign of WBT. Other LA’s coming in on other music and ID’s. (Kromka)
1120 CHINA location unk, w/TL talking 1015-1030 10/24, then opera. Weak w/flows vs/KMOX null. 5kl CC style pipe 1200. (Tomer)
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Radiolandia HIBO hrd 10/25 at 0100 o/u R. Aero-puerto. (Jones)
1168 MOROCCO Agadir poor to fair w/AI instrumental mx 2255 10/17. (Con)
1195 FRANCE Bordeaux poor w/man in FF 2226 10/17. (Conelly)
UNID on 10/19 around 0500 a weak carrier showed here in spite of very weak TA paths-nothing on 1405, my usual bellower. I tuned to 1043 and found an even stronger carrier, both these looped Europe, but were not sharp on null-were fuzzy. No traces on 10117, 10122+ 10124, and on rechecking 1214 and 1043 the carriers were gone. Eastern clearances were very poor but CWB and CBF were good. How big is the hole in the doughnut of ionization? Could it be a hole at all? This would indicate that the doughnut might have a bite of one edge or must be undiscovered. Audio on such propagation would be perfectly normal unless it was passing thru the edge of the ionized areas, and then it would assume the classical auroral fuzzy and tentative. If you are not satisfied, maybe Edmonds, Seaver or another pro exp will step in and expound/correct this-CH
SPAIN (tentative) The probable source of SS sounding talk wallowing in bad 2220 slop 2230 10/17. (Connelly)
COSTA RICA R. Nueva Victoria-replay of a 10/26 tape yielded a weak ID. Actually 1224.4. (Hutton)
1230 CHINA Xining tentatively the CC in poor/fair u/KYAC null 1155-1205 10/29; had classic UL ppm. UNID ID or pipes 1200 ruined by WBN fade up, but loud again w/UL 1145. (Tomer)
1250 UNID FFM on 1234.920. (Schatz)
1304 UNID 2 carriers here; SM2 position indicates an Algeria/Senegal mix 2232 10/17. (Connelly)
1349 FRANCE Lille locally 05/ST. pierre 1370; FF talk booming in o/ weak 1375 htf 2237 10/17. (Connelly)
1359 USSR 1015-1030, ex 1020 10/24. (Tomer)
1385 PHILIPPINES WLKE Canton Island fair w/Neil Diamond song 1003 10/17. (Tomer)
1410 MEXICO XDR Reynosa 0105-0120 10/23 o/KWKA and KBBB w/“x. Gallito” (?). (Connelly)
1440 ALBANIA Lushnje fair w/slavic sounding talk by woman 2238 10/17. (Connelly) heard 10/24 w/repeated Trump 13, time not noted. (Kromka)
1491 GUINEA Conakry heard 10/24 from 0540-0615 with chanting, anthem at 0600, then men talking in FF interspersed with mx. They went to vernacular at 0610; up to 89 on peaks. (Mouamu?) 0650 w/big modulation on cl mx 2239 10/17. (Connelly)
1440 JAPAN Sapporo JOWP 0926-1000 10/24 w/NO8 mx, YL and OM talking in JJ, commercial spots (?), single pip at 1000. (Tomer)
1457 LA'S all fair w/woman talking, possibly FF at 2240 on 10/17. (Connelly)
1466 MONACO Monte Carlo excelling, badly pinging 1460 and religious mx hrd at 2241 on 10/17. (Connelly)
1501 UNID 10117. (Con)
1540 BAHAMAS ZNS1 R. Bahamas w/ex 2300 10/29, no sign of WPTR under very severe auroral cx, alone on channel. Quite strong and report ex 10124. (Connelly)
1555 PHILIPPINES Cebu City Dyla tentatively the source of fair 0938 10/24. (Tomer)
1596 MEXICO XEZD Hermosillo heard 0357-0415 10/16, fair o/Kعون with musical goings on. (Jones)
1600 WEST GERMANY fair 10/15 at 0100. (Jones)
1660 MEXICO XEAS Ciudad Acuna hrd 0958-0958 10/16 w/sign off at 0958, good o/R2GT, KATZ. (Ponder)

Seventeen of you fine NRC’ers were able to see your name and listings in print today. Quite a nice turnout! This fills any of you others with pangs of desire for recognition I invite you to mail in your DX ASAP and join the throngs of I/DX supporters.

Doug Allen-Schenectady, N.Y.
Kelly Andrews-Richmond, Va.
Mark Carnegie-Atlanta, Ga.
Ted Fiegesch-Louisville, Ky.
Clarence Freeman-Yreka, Calif.
Charles Gonzales-comment, rechcans
Bill Hardy-Abbe-sa, Wis.
Chuck Hutton-Depar-ta, Ga.
John Kromka-Montville, N.J.
Ron Musco-Windsor, Ct.
Steven Ponder-Tort Worth, Texas.
Bob Sanserino-Dallas, Tex.
Randi Tomer-McKinleyville, Calif.
Richard Waterman-Southwick, Mass.

HQ180, SM2
HQ29X, SM2
R39GA, 1500' Beverage
DX160, LW
HQ180/Sanserino loop
HQ145/LW
TRF, GCIA, Wedge loop
R39B, LSCA, counter
HQ180, FK8G, Sanserino

Feature stuff- Arctic Radio Club reports Voice of Peace, International Waters on 1535, ex 1540 with 60 kw now. Spain-EF7S7 La Voce da Navarra on 1113 MHz with no苄齿; quite a nice turnaround this fills any of you other

PFF’s from Ron Schatz coming next time...
Greetings, and welcome, after a while, to the latest edition of DX Change! For too many ads received until the past two weeks. Hopefully, we'll appear every month to six weeks, support permitting.

For Sale:

Receivers:

**Mahrk** FZJ-4006 JJ 17 with extra Chassis. Make offer. (John Johnson, 365 Washington St., Hoboken, NJ 07030, 201-738-7321)

CORKING B-2004/DVR. Very good ccx, $395 plus shipping. Will deliver within 150 miles of Scranton, PA. (Glenn Jacobs, KMLJ, P.O. Box 3544, RD #1, Moscow, PA 18444, 717-392-8245)

**NIB** CR-1000/URS. Very good ccx, $395 plus shipping. Will deliver within 150 miles of Scranton, PA. (Glenn Jacobs, KMLJ, P.O. Box 3544, RD #1, Moscow, PA 18444, 717-392-8245)

**TECH** CR-1000/URS. For sale, $395 plus shipping. Will deliver within 150 miles of Scranton, PA. (Glenn Jacobs, KMLJ, P.O. Box 3544, RD #1, Moscow, PA 18444, 717-392-8245)

**NIB** CR-1000/URS. For sale, $395 plus shipping. Will deliver within 150 miles of Scranton, PA. (Glenn Jacobs, KMLJ, P.O. Box 3544, RD #1, Moscow, PA 18444, 717-392-8245)

Miscellaneous:

(5) Line-Isolation Transformers. Approx. Ratings: 400 w. cont., 500 v. intermitter. Primary: 120 v or 240 v AC 60 Hz; Secondary: 120 v, isolation between windings 600 v, or better. Great for AC-DC TV or ex work. $75 ea. (Gerald Koseke, 10098 Thayer Rd., Waukegan, IL 60097)

Call or Trade: RCA # 561 Transmitting Tube. (Bil. 11w @ 10; plate 350V, 400 w. cut. 17th, 74, Plate 30th m. Fantastic conversation piece or a lamp can be made from it. Make offer. I need $$$. SCE, Transmitting oscilloscope, signal generator, counter, etc. (T. D. Langley, 61 Willow St., Pleasantville, NJ 07970)

Wanted:

DX NEWS: Vol. 41, #42 & 30. Vol. 20 #5 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, & 24. Vol. 35-39, any copies at all. Many of these for donation to Temple U. Library; Longtime members, if you're retiring or cleaning house, keep this in mind for your entire DX collection. Others, if you know of a recently-dropped member of long standing, see if we can obtain these items. Anyone else, please let us know if you are willing to part with your collection. Shipping paid. (R5)

**LIST OF CW BRACKON STATIONS IN AND AROUND THE AM BAND, FROM THE CONFRILLICIAL LIST, EITHER TERROR OR ACTUAL BOOK. (R. Cnataksky, 22 Carroll Ct., Bridgport, CT 06607)

DX NEWS: Vol. 14, 41 (John H. Walters, Ed. C. Acorn Dr., Winnetk, NJ 07655)

**SPACE MAWNY S.B.M.** (John Clemmer, 2297 W. Gilbert, Peoria, IL 61604, (309) 685-1856) **Mr. Clemmer, meet Mr. Weinstein on the preceding page - ed**

**RENTAK R-88 Strip Chart Recorder with roll paper. Good ccx, w/ gears suitable for McB work. (R85)

**NOTICE:** As no cards were received instructing me to re-run ads from the previous column and insert the column as it was typed here 4 months ago, two it appeared later, no such ad was re-run. If you ad appeared in the previous edition of DXC and you want to continue, please let me know, the idea of advising me that an item is sold simply hasn't worked out, so I can no longer run re-run ads unless so instructed after a reasonable amount of time has passed since the item appeared. Sorry, but that's the way it's gotta be.
They weren't; I tentatively reported 30:10 on Oct, 22/10. I got a card, and now I'm going to try and tape TIDS. If so, it is a productive. I'd also like to try and tape IDS. 10124 Totals So far, only 27, 28, and 52 have been reported. 21, KKIS-990 Yes, it is a surprise, and was surprised to hear them on 0:1130m with several chaff announcements. 10/23. "MTS-80's is a curiosity. It mentions the treaty with Canada that all U.S. stations of the same call area are abut even in signal strength in KXLF, Don. I'm trying to find out if Canada's is in full swing, w/DAM & "King Country" slogan - puts in a good signal here. I also heard KQV-900, and was surprised to hear them on 0:1130m with several chaff announcements. 10/23. "MTS-80's is a curiosity. It mentions the treaty with Canada that all U.S. stations of the same call area are abut even in signal strength in KXLF, Don. I'm trying to find out if Canada's is in full swing, w/DAM & "King Country" slogan - puts in a good signal here. I also heard KQV-900, and was surprised to hear them on 0:1130m with several chaff announcements. 10/23.
I am not sure if you should use the same phrases as in the original text or if I should make adjustments for better readability.
Or, is it just my new location is not conducive
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before I turn in on 1270.
JIM ALLACE - 4719 East Road Street - Apt. D - Whitehall, OH - 43213

It's good to be late another 3 days. Last year I logged over 250 new stations. I hope I can keep up that pace this year. It's about time I gave the little work. I just finished a report to WHO/WHO on the recent arctic outbreak. For a report this past evening, please check my log on page 72. I'm talking on 1720 kHz for the next 15 minutes, off and on playing the 77 WTI but haven't yielded an ID. So far, I didn't realize it would be with the DX, but is that even DX? I was also that I would not have looked for DX at all. Indeed, it was only when I tuned Ted Fleischaker for a week-end.

I very much enjoyed meeting NLG after reading his book all these years. It was worth the trip to Indy just to see all his fellow DXers. He has four years with DX, and I have been with DX for one. Probably a few years more when I can move to a room at JNLL. NLG is always ready to talk DX. I still haveDX and that's the best.

At the end of the trip, I'll have to send all his Ohio DXers. He has four years with DX, and I have been with DX for one. I'm talking on 1720 kHz for the next 15 minutes, off and on playing the 77 WTI but haven't yielded an ID. So far, I didn't realize it would be with the DX, but is that even DX? I was also that I would not have looked for DX at all. Indeed, it was only when I tuned Ted Fleischaker for a week-end.

I very much enjoyed meeting NLG after reading his book all these years. It was worth the trip to Indy just to see all his fellow DXers. He has four years with DX, and I have been with DX for one. Probably a few years more when I can move to a room at JNLL. NLG is always ready to talk DX. I still have DX and that's the best.

Some news is to be found in the DX Digest. I've been working for W3H (NY) in the London offices, for about a month. It's not working very well, but I'm giving it a few more months. The DX Digest has four pages, and I have been with DX for one. I'm talking on 1720 kHz for the next 15 minutes, off and on playing the 77 WTI but haven't yielded an ID. So far, I didn't realize it would be with the DX, but is that even DX? I was also that I would not have looked for DX at all. Indeed, it was only when I tuned Ted Fleischaker for a week-end.

I very much enjoyed meeting NLG after reading his book all these years. It was worth the trip to Indy just to see all his fellow DXers. He has four years with DX, and I have been with DX for one. Probably a few years more when I can move to a room at JNLL. NLG is always ready to talk DX. I still have DX and that's the best.
CONTESTS

From the looks of things the first contest really went over well. Unfortunately, though, all of the contest entries haven't been received by myself yet, so final results for the first contest will have to be delayed for a while.

By the time you read this you will be (if you've entered in the contest) getting ready for the Thanksgiving Contest. The dates for this contest will be 1800, NOVEMBER 23 until 0600, NOVEMBER 28 (YOUR LOCAL TIME)

This is a "B" contest, so the winner will receive either a receiver or antenna manual.

There will be just a couple of changes in the contest this time and they are as follows:

A -- There will be no limit to the number of stations on each frequency as there was in the first contest. So an unlimited number is possible;
B -- And there will be no bonus this time. For a contest this short with an unlimited number of stations, I thought we'd experiment with no bonus.

Several people wondered about Eric and how he enjoyed the bonus situation on the last contest. I just want to add here my appreciation for his help with the last contest. If you reported for the contest to Eric, go ahead and support DDXU by reporting your non-contest entries--NRC is your club.

Any ideas or suggestions on the contest idea is appreciated and welcomed as NRC is your club and this is your contest!

Best of DX to all and till next time, 73s, 

Bob

AFTER YAD WHAT COULD COMPARE????????????????????

THE FIRST ANNUAL LADS HOLIDAY SEASON GET-TOGETHER!!!

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31ST.........END THE YEAR RIGHT!!!!!

9200 WENDELL WAY.........JEFFERSONTOWN (LOUISVILLE), KENTUCKY
9:00 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT..............COST IS $1.00

AGENDA: TALKING, BRAGGING, MUNCHING, IMBIBING, DX'ING

HOSTS: THE LADS (LOUISVILLE AREA DX'ERS)

PREPARATION OF COPY FOR...

We welcome contributions from all our members. Ideally, material should be submitted as explained below, but don't let this scare you off. If necessary we will have volunteers retype material. Please keep in mind the electric typewriter helps, but is not necessary. An excellent example is the ITU frequency Plan submitted by Darlo Monfrini, retyped by Alan Merriman, which appeared in the October 31, 1977 DX News.

1. We use legal size paper (8½ x 11). Use of this extra length paper permits you to type to the bottom of the page without "last line wobble". Our printing process is photo offset and it is a high contrast process. For this reason, light weight papers or erasable bond should not be used as they tend to absorb the typed material. 20 lb. white bond is used with good results.

2. In lieu of sending a master out to those wishing to submit articles, etc., we ask that the 4 margins on the legal size paper do not exceed 3/4 inch. It may be helpful to make up your own master sheet, to be placed behind the page you are typing on. The margins will be filled, so it is not necessary to use the larger size envelopes, unless you have a large quantity of copy.

3. Please keep in mind your printer's photo offset equipment has difficulty picking up light colors such as light blue, green or grey. If the line in the plate making machine does not "see" the light colors or, in the case of grey's, will tend to run the grey into the surrounding black copy.

4. Most of our copy size is reduced to 62% of original size. Pica type (the larger type style) is preferred over the elite. Examples. This is PICA using a carbon ribbon; using a nylon ribbon. An elite nylon ribbon will look like this after reduction.

5. Corrections are best made with a liquid correction fluid, such as LIQUID PAPER, DELFER, etc. Many newer machines offer correction ribbons. If using correction fluid, please remember that you cannot retype over the correction until the fluid is totally dry.

6. If you wish to draw a graph and have the background grid show up clearly, use graph paper with a dark grid, and tell us you want it to show.

7. Last, but perhaps most important. Use a dark clear ribbon, and watch to make certain the letters don't fill in. Carbon or film ribbons are best by far. Even if you have an old machine with a cloth ribbon, you have a certain amount of control over impression quality. Try working with and without a plastic sheet behind the copy/layout sheet. They are called "typing plates" and are available in most office supply stores. Vary the strike pressure on the typewriter. Keep several ribbons on hand. They dry out with time, and can be helped by keeping them in the refrigerator to provide a cool environment. If worst comes to worst, an overly light ribbon is better than a dark one with filled in characters.

(Part of the above from Russ Edmund's notes)